april 2018
Remember: the next club meeting will be held
at St Rumon’s club, on Thursday 10th May.

Grand Photo Competition

This month’s winner is Kaz at Vault Bay. Taken by her, it will go into next year’s KHPA
calendar.

To get your masterpiece included and win a copy, get snapping and send your photos to
Daisy before Thursday 10th.

And So, To Aerotow
By Tony Peach
Friday 20th April 2018, dawned misty and
cold, but I rose at 5am and headed to
Illogan for the bus which departed at 6.
Unfortunately, Nigel S couldn’t come, so
Phippsy and I headed east to collect Keith at
a lay-by in Launceston. Chatting away like a
couple of fish wives, we nearly drove past
the appointed spot! Lucky for us all, we
came to and realised our location. The
mist/low cloud persisted until we arrived at
Smeatharpe in Devon, where we were
greeted by clearing blue skies.

The Upottery Aerotow group gradually
assembled: Jerry (tug pilot), Russ, Brett,
Mark H, Mark N, Alan H, Sam, and Mark
(Alatus (an ultralight motorglider)), with
Phippsy and Keith at their new fighting
weights. Components for the microlight tug
arrived or were collected from various
locations, fire extinguishers and warning
signs appeared, and the day commenced.

Mark N put the tug through its paces, tow
line was run out, the running order was
decided, and Keith took his position on the
trolley. Bats were waved, and Keith took to
the sky with a great first tow.

The Thermal Generator

As ever, the two prospective pilots on board
were requiring a pre-flighter and were
“relieved” to find a convenient place of
easement, being a lone port-a-loo at the end
of the runway…a Tardis.

Phippsy takes to the skies

So the day progressed, with alternating tug
pilots, Jerry, Mark N and Brett, gliders took
to the air searching for elusive thermals.

Lunch came and went, shirts came off,
haircuts
were
inspected,
and
flights
continued.

Self-powered Alatus flown by Mark, two
rigids flown by Alan and Russ, the remainder
on hangies.
What a cracking day, unfortunately no one
got away, there was one slight ding, but all
got air-time and became current.
Twenty + tows left the pilots flown out, so I
took the opportunity for a tandem ride in the
tug with Jerry.

Mark Hoare’s lovely Alatus

What a wonderful experience, perhaps we
should
have
this
flying
facility
in
Cornwall…think on, you hangy pilots!
Burnt to a crisp, we had a pint of the local
Otter ale and a long trip west…”what a grand
day out”

KHPA XC league
Well, what a disappointing couple of months! Despite a few people getting out in hope, no
one has entered a score since February. Is Jake going to walk away with the trophy? Will no
one stop Phippsy’s relentless march? Let’s hope for a good late spring and summer!
XC leagues to 27-04-2018
Paragliding
Hang gliding

Name

Total

1

Graham Phipps

121.4

2

Wyn Davies

7.2

3

Tim Jones

6.6

1

Name

Jake Quintrell

Total
7.5

Chapel Porth
An important notice from Chairman Graham:
Following contact from the National Trust,
our flying at Chapel Porth is under review.
Things are at an early stage and whilst I am
an optimist at heart my feeling is we may
have a rocky road ahead, judging by some
comments
made.
It
seems
that
conservation and improvement of the
lowland heath is the main issue along with
“birds”.
The area that we currently use is in no doubt
altered by our use and it is important that
we do no extend it further. In the short
term we can carry on flying as “normal” but
with the Senior Ranger based in St Agnes we
are under observation.
So please take extra care at this site to
minimise our footprint and effect both on the
ground and in the air. A few pointers to help
out: Stick to footpaths
 Rig and glider check on the existing
“area”
 Keep excess kit beside the footpath,
not dotted around.
 If at all possible launch by walking
down the existing path as the Hang

Gliders do, should sharpen up your
ground handling :)
 Do not ground handle on the
heathland or go on it unnecessarily
 Land as close to the area or as safely
possible.
 If Hangies and Paragliders are both
present please keep hangies in a line
so leaving space for Paragliders to
launch to one side of them without
encroaching onto heathland.
 Have fewer, longer flights to minimise
take offs and landings.
 Ensure your vehicle is displaying a
valid car park ticket or current NT
membership card.
This list is not exhaustive, we are all smart
enough to know what will help and what
won't and can help others to do so.
Our continued use of this very valuable site
depends on us convincing others that we are
not at the very least causing a decline to the
existing situation.
If anyone has a contacts within the NT or
Natural England or indeed with conservation
experience/qualifications please let me know
as their views could be very useful.
Thank you

The affected patch is easily seen in this photo by Wyn.

And another important message: Carbis Bay Flying site
Graham has received an email relating to Carbis Bay and informing us that the fields have
now been seeded and the land is let to a farmer for hay, grazing and grass and that we are
no longer allowed to take off and land on it.
We now have contact details that we can use and as soon as possible will arrange a meeting
to try and negotiate future use. Until then please do not fly Carbis Bay by using any of the
fields for taking off or landing in, if you wish to take off on the dunes and land on the beach
that is fine.
Co-operation in this is important if we are to have any chance of future use. Please pass this
information on all including non KHPA members who may not receive this email.

April Chairman’s Chat
The weather is finally starting to play ball,
the sun shining sometimes and the wind
blowing in the right direction (mainly other
times). Still there has been a fair amount of
flying on all disciplines and nice to see pilots
out getting their feet off the ground.
The inland XC season is on us with a few
members already playing with the thermals
and putting in the K's. Carn Brea has been
flown a few times and thank you to those
who have helped manicure the lawn which
will not only make it easier for us but also
encourage the public to keep it nice.
With the thermals comes the competition
scene and we have now entered two teams
for the British Clubs Challenge (BCC) who
will hopefully soon be in action. If you want

to get involved give Mark AS a call and I am
sure he will be pleased to have you on
board. We have four hangies heading up to
the first round of the British Open Series
(BOS) and if you want to join in on that give
myself or Wyn D a call, retrieve driver
welcome.
Reports will hopefully be forthcoming in due
course.
Next month’s meeting will see the awarding
of the Steve Penaluna trophy, something
close to my heart and even more so this
year. Please see separate item on this put
forward nominations before the meeting.
Hopefully the bulletin that this is in is as
good as the last one and a big thanks to
those who have contributed.

April Meeting round up By Chairman Phipps
The April meeting was well attended and
nice to see a couple of new (old) faces make
an appearance. The female side of the club
was well represented and when Jenny S
returns they may yet take over. The
“official” business side went smoothly
although there was a little contention on the
photo comp', but Daisy is the boss and a
stern look at Tim and Peachy soon set things
straight!
Mark
F
gave
an
entertaining
and
enlightening account of his Paramotoring
incident out of which he pulled a few bones
(not literally) and gave us food for thought
all round, whether partakers or spectators.
Following the business side we had a good
30 minute social break which saw many and
varied conversations going on and could well
have lasted the rest of the evening if not for
the monthly matter: What Matters …...
This was an informal chat about what the
club currently provides in terms of services
to members and keeping the sport going.
Members came up with a varied list which

seemed to cover most things and also
highlighted a few that are less than obvious.
Next it came to what members would like to
see the club provide and a good list of ideas
was forthcoming, some of which were ones
that are fairly obvious and again others that
had not been thought of before. Running
through each one individually developed
them for members’ consideration.
So a useful exercise and one that will
hopefully bear fruit if the membership wish
to move them forward. We shall see what
happens; it's up to us ;) Thanks to all who
had some input…so that will be all that were
there then :)
Following the official meeting close it was
good to see a number of members staying
on for a chat and bit of social, in fact the
KHPA were the last to clear the bar at 23.30
, almost like the “old days”.
Full minutes are available on the website if
you missed the e-mailed ones.

Steve Penaluna Trophy
The May meeting brings to memory the
anniversary of Steve's accident in 2001
whilst competing in France at the British
Nationals Hang Gliding Competition. Steve
was only a few years into his flying and
showed all the promise, talent, character
and attitude needed to become not only a
skilled pilot but also one that would make
the most of his abilities. In addition to his
personal flying he had the personality that
was infectious and encouraged those around
him to seek to make the most of their own
talents at all levels. Unfortunately a side
wire failure as Steve crossed the Goal line at
the end of what was his finest flight brought
all this to an end and deprived the Hang
Gliding community of not only what Steve
was but also of what he had to offer.

Following his accident Paul Howse, who sadly
passed away this year, offered to cast a
bronze sculpture to represent Steve's spirit
and to form a trophy which could be
awarded annually in his memory to someone
who demonstrated similar attributes. The
term “personal achievement” has come to
encompass the reasons for selection and
opens it up to all members taking into
consideration their skill level, experience,
personality, attitude and achievements. It is
not necessarily awarded to who flew
furthest, highest or did the most challenging
flight or deed, it is relevant to that person in
particular.
Please take a look at the KHPA web site
trophies
page
http://www.khpa.co.uk/?page_id=4696 for
previous recipients and also a brief outline of
what to consider.
Nominations
are
sought
for
suitable
candidates and it would be appreciated if
you wish to nominate you put together a few
words giving the reasons for proposing the
person in question. Please forward them to
me at phippsy@flycloud9.co.uk and the
annual vote will take place at the May
meeting.

“Onwards and upwards”

And finally:
Kernow clears up in the 2017 Winter Cross Country league!
Four intrepid hang glider pilots travelled to
SE Wales for the first round of the BOS at
the end of April. They flew three days of the
five, scored some points and most
impressively, were presented with various
prizes, including a day prize for Wyn Davies
for his virgin XC of close on 40 km!
Full story next month.

